THE RELIEF OF THE  ALCAZAR AT TOLEDO
There were no good sleeping arrangements, merely
empty beds with wire mattresses, and at first Reynolds
Packard, the American journalist and correspondent of
the United Press, and myself decided to wrap up In our
blankets and sleep in the open. M. d'Hospital curled up
in his car which closed well. My own was occupied by
our two chauffeurs, while Knickerbocker and the others
chose the mattresses*
It was a picturesque night setting Occasionally from
the distance a deep boom spoke of some guns firing miles
away, possibly against the Alcazar, or the rattle of a
machine-gun much nearer told of some movement In the
enemy ontpost line which had called for a sharp retort
from the Nationalist posts on the Rio Guadarrama. A
few yards away In the middle of the street a great camp
fire was burning, and sitting or sleeping round It were
the men of the Legion's main guard on the village, some
fifty in number. Every hour a sergeant would call out
some names and men would rise quietly, wrap themselves
in their cloaks and, rifle In hand, vanish for a patrol or
for some sentry post. In another house near by there
was another section of the Legion who were gently
singing Andalusian songs. Overhead the stars gleamed
bright.
Reynolds Packard and myself found sleep difficult, and
for a long time we remained awake exchanging reminis-
cences, and then suddenly we heard the piercing notes of
the Spanish reveille and awoke to find it dawn
Again that day we went to the front line across the
Guadarrama. This time we found that a good causeway
had been picketed across the river. Piles had been driven
Into the sand and boards closely hammered into position
so that traffic could get across safely if not with ease. But
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